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Introduction

4

This module is intended to allow students to apply all the 
knowledge they have gained throughout their years of study 
and apply them to the real world by working alongside a com-
munity partner as part of Project Social. It also allows students 
to gather an idea of how the real world of work operates while 
gaining essential teamworking skills.

Before choosing a community partner we got into our own de-
cided groups of which my group consisted of Dean, Alex, Chris 
and I. Upon deciding the members of our team we got to 
choosing who we would like to work with as our community 
partner. Each potential community partner had a rough out-
line of who they are and what they needed in the form of a 
project speci�cation. This entailed a general history, what they 
needed and the skills required to complete the work needed 
within the speci�cation. The skill requirement was one of the 
driving factors for our choice as it highlighted the skills our 
group shared and allowed for us as individuals to take on re-
sponsibilities and this was important being a larger group of 4 
to choose a project that would truly challenge us and have 
enough work for us all to do. 



Project Specification

Skills Required
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Those living in Rural areas have their own unique health and 
social care issues. Recurring themes are loneliness and social 
isolation. Create a new visual identity and brand for Rural 
Health Partnership. Design a web website that connects live 
social media updates, create a promotional video showcasing 
the range of services provided to the local communities. 
Design and create a range of promotional materials including 
social media and print templates and branded merchandise 
for the Partnership.

-Wordpress 
-HTML/CSS 
-Photoshop
-Illustrator
-After E�ects
-Premiere
-DSLR skills



Rural Health Partnership
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The Rural Health Partnership was established in March 2002, 
to “enhance the abilities, improve and sustain the quality of life 
of women and men living in the South Armagh Area who are 
experiencing mental health problems”.  Working in the greater 
South Armagh area including places like Dungannon, Portad-
own and Newry they aim to aid families, farming families and 
settled travellers in the most rural parts of South Armagh as 
they are the most in need due to being isolated from mental 
health aid, due to poor infrastructure in rural areas.

The partnership strengthens and supports local rural commu-
nities and provides them with training, education and the abil-
ity to develop personally in ways they would not be a�orded 
otherwise. They deliver Rural Health Partnership programmes, 
as well as courses alongside other providers to promote self 
care, mental health and physical activity with a strong empha-
sis on those who are isolated and su�er from mental health 
problems related to the rural location. 

With plans for a spring launch the Rural Health Partnership 
wish to burst into the spring scene with a fresh and new visual 
identity, something memorable and visually their own. The 
current logo/identity is in need of a complete refresh, building 
on the service users they currently attract, but providing an 
opportunity to recruit new members of the rural community.
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Curent Logo



Team
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 A 3rd year Interactive Media student from a 
Rural part of Mid Ulster with strong experience 
in brand identity, motion graphics and videog-
raphy. Being from a rural area I understand the 

essential work that the Rural Health Partnership 
provides, this enhances the excitement I have 

for this project.

A third year Interactive Media student, with a 
strong graphic design background, paired with 

an in-depth social media awareness, I am 
thrilled to be working with the Rural Health 
Partnership to help rebrand the online and 

o�ine presence.

Mature student and family man. I’m a big sup-
porter of mental health awareness and as a 

retained �re�ghter  from Portstewart, working 
within my local community, I can really under-
stand how invaluable the Rural Health Partner-
ship will be to so many people.  I have a keen 
interest in graphic and web design and It will 

be a real privilege to work on this speci�c pro-
ject to help the Rural Health Partnership realise 

it’s full potential.

Foundation degree in Interactive Design, and 
experience developing brand identities, I have 

a strong skill set for graphic design and am very 
excited for the potential outcomes of this col-
laboration with the Rural Health Partnership.



First Meeting

Key Points From Meeting
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Tuesday 5th October
10am
Online using Microsoft Teams

This was the �rst ever meeting between our team and the 
Rural Health Partnership and the goal was to obtain and gain 
further understanding of what they expected and wanted 
from us as a group. With the help of Claire Mulrone we set 
about setting expectations and re�ned deliverables as some 
of the initial deliverables were deemed un�t due to certain 
world circumstances. This meeting would heavily in�uence the 
content of our design brief as we would learn and gather a lot 
of useful information to include in it. 

Visual Identity is ESSENTIAL
#careforcommunities
Intention to use logo on clothing
Website is key as they currently have none
Emphasis on services provided by them, seems to go under 
the radar
Raising awareness and reaching new audiences
They support many critical education programmes
Bright and vibrant colours similar to old logo



Brief Content

Target Audience

Deliverables
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Brand/Visual Identity
Brand Guidelines
Website
Motion Graphic
Apparel Mock-Ups
Promotional Content Mock-Ups
Social Media Content

Rural Families
Older members of the community
Individuals
Settled travellers
Those in need of mental health support



Brief Content

Budget

Tone
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The tone of the project would be consistent with the brand 
message which is of uplifting, inspiring colours to represent 
the Partnership in the most accurate way possible as its a 
positive and supportive organisation. A large portion of the 
tone of the Partnership can be described with its hashtag 
which is #careforcommunities

While the client wouldn't have to spend a single penny for the 
work we would create for them it was still important for us to 
de�ne one as part of professional practice as it's common in 
design briefs for this to be done. 

Website hosting with GoDaddy Deluxe Deal- £4.99/mo �rst 3 
years then £9.99. This includes Domain, SSL Certi�cate and 
business email. £47.88/yr for the �rst 3 years.

Apparel- Kopyright, 5x Sweatshirts £102.50 or £20.50 per 
sweatshirt. 5x Polo Shirts £66.25 or £11.25 per shirt. Unisex ap-
parel to save on budget spending. 

Pop-Up Banners- Northside graphics, ‘Gold’ Roll Up Stand 
£38.90 per stand



Benchmarked Websites

Benchmarking is an essential project management tool that 
can help and inform the decision process. The idea behind it 
is to measure the performance of our community partners 
website with other similar organisations within the UK. We 
chose 6 total and got to work splitting these between the 
team and �lling in their respective sections in the bench-
marking table. I myself took on Action Mental Health and 
NCRHC (National Centre for Rural Health and Care) to 
benchmark. 

Yellow Wellies
Mental Health Foundation
Rural Support
Action and Communities in Rural England
Action Mental Health
National Centre for Rural Health and Care

Benchmarking

12



Benchmarking Table
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Benchmarking Table
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Benchmarking Table
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Benchmarking Table
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Benchmarking Table
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Benchmarking Table
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The exercise as a whole was very valuable to the team as it 
clearly identi�es what does and does not work as well as 

which professional standard websites we should be using as 
inspiration and those to avoid. The highest scoring site was 

the “Yellow Wellies” site with a score of 77.35% using our scor-
ing system. This would later inform us in what's best practice 

and how we would improve on this website's shortcomings to 
create the best site possible. 

Benchmarking Results

19



3 changed to 6 Key categories for activities and programmes
-Mental Health and Well Being, 

-Self-Care
-Physical Health 
-Physical Activity

-Family and Childcare Support 
-IT & Work Skills

Updated hashtag #Caringforcommunities
Minor changes to the brief speci�cally about the RHP themselves

Feedback

Once we received the feedback for the brief we made 
the necessary amendments and the next step was to 
separate and begin creating our own visual identities to 
pitch to the client. Each team member had to create 3 
visual identities and this would be narrowed down to 
one and chosen to go into the �nal deck in which each 
member pitched their own unique visual identity to the 
community partner. 

Emailing Brief
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Agricultural and rural themed logos to match the 
aesthetic of the rural health partnership and their 

rural setting
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Moodboard



Mental and general health themed logos
to match with the earlier agricultural and rural themes

to best represent the Rural Health Partnership
22

Moodboard



Fonts
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Once I have a moodboard created I begin collecting potential 
fonts I may use for my logos, I kept with Sans Serif for the most 
part with some script and fun fonts just incase I  needed 
them. I wouldn't know until I created logos what fonts would 
and wouldn't work hence the large number. 



Thoughts and Feedback

Logo Attempts 1
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This logo design was based heavily on farming and the rural 
aspect, while the idea was solid it had room for improve-
ments. Such as the colours as they are very earthy and need 
to be more vibrant.



Logo Attempt 1 V2
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Thoughts and Feedback
Colours on this one are a vast improvement however I was 
worried without the earthy tones people would struggle to 
see the hills, the logo shape was noted to be strange and 
perhaps a new shape with the same concept would work 
better with less emphasis on farming. 



Logo Attempt 2
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Thoughts and Feedback
The �rst stages of shape improvement on the �rst logo, 
taking what worked from the �rst and improving on it with a 
new concept with wrapping text and a circular style. 



Logo Attempt 2 V2
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Thoughts and Feedback
Tree symbolises Armagh and its apple orchards aswell as 
family which is important to the RHP. The rollings hills are 
clear to see with the earthy tones as I needed to see it like 
this before experimenting. The best concept so far but still 
needs a colour change as the RHP want a vibrant and bright 
logo. 



Logo Attempt 2 V3
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Thoughts and Feedback
Vibrant colour scheme adds a nice dimension to this design. i 
was happy with this design and wasnt sure how to improve 
other than matching the line thickness better witht the font 
so I moved onto a new attempt after creating some varia-
tions of this logo. 



Logo Attempt 2 Variations
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Logo Attempt 3
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Thoughts and Feedback
A simple design that focuse more on simple shapes and font 
than graphics. It was noted this maybe looked too corporate 
and did not match the aesthetic of the RHP very well. 

Rural Health
Partnership

Rural Health
Partnership



Logo Attempt 3 v2
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Thoughts and Feedback
i attempted to improve on the previous design and make it 
less corporate and more appropriate by including graphics 
and a new colour scheme 

Rural Health
Partnership

Rural Health
Partnership



RURAL HEALTH
PARTNERSHIP

RURAL HEALTH
PARTNERSHIP

RURAL HEALTH

Logo Attempt 3 v3
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Thoughts and Feedback
The last attempt at making this logo work, using the tree 
from a previous logo and using a brain as a symbol for 
mental health however this logo was stretched thin so I 
made a new attempt. 

PARTNERSHIP



Logo Attempt 4
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Thoughts and Feedback
The �nal logo attempt and concept. The thought was to use 
a tree as it worked in a previous logo and had good rep-
resentation for the RHP. The layout worked but I wanted to 
try some more layout variations to see what I could create. 

RURAL HEALTH
PARTNERSHIP

RURAL HEALTH
PARTNERSHIP



Logo Attempt 4 v2
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Thoughts and Feedback
It beame apparent the original layout for this logo was the 
best one as the graphic I created left me very limited with 
how I could wrap the text around it so I reverted to the older 
version as it was the best of ths particular logo. 

RURAL HEALTH PARTNERSHIP

RURAL HEALTH
PARTNERSHIP



Chosen Logo
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Pitch Deck
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Pitch Deck
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Pitch Deck
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Pitch Deck
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Pitch Deck
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Pitch
This was my individual contribution to the teams pitch deck, 
each of used our chosen logo to create mock ups for clothing 
aswell as promotional material to best showcase our logos to 
the community partner. 



Pitch Meeting
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Thursday 11th November
4:45pm
Online using Microsoft Teams

This was our second ever meeting with the RHP and was an 
important one as we had to pitch our visual identities to them 
and explain why they should choose ours aswell as why we 
made the design decisions we made.

It started well, Dean hosted the pitch for the meeting meaning 
he had control ove what was being shown. We intoduced 
what was hapening an Claire explained a few things and just 
as we began my laptop crashed and I was thrown from the 
meeting. 

Luckily Chris had taken over for me while I tried to get back on, 
resorting to using my brothers laptop. I maanaged to make it 
back just as Chris began to explain my logo and design choic-
es. It knocked my con�dence but I felt i recovered fairly well 
and completed my section of the pitch an explained 
everything I could to the best of my ability. 



Pitch Feedback
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What they want:
Website - Large photo carousel, clear band across the top to 
aid navigation, include live social media feed, a donate button 
and a calendar of events. 
Logo - Amalgamation of Tiernan and Chris
Pallet - Chris
Font - Dean’s Opens sans font for logo

-Bus stop poster
-Six pop up designs for the six colour of the tree (logo, image, 
web address)
-Face Mask
-Polo shirts  (embroidered logo) in the six colours of the logo
-Gillets (embroidered logo)
-Jackets zipped  (embroidered logo)
-Travel cup and water bottle Eco friendly so sustainable rather 
than disposable
-Stationery, letterhead, compliment slip, business cards
-Pens web address
-Bumper sticker
-Stress ball
-Name badges
-PVC Banner design to secure to railings at outdoor events
-Newsletter template
-Annual report template
signature for an email. 
-Zoom or Teams branded background for professional online 
meetings
-Poster template
-Social media template
-Small teddy with a branded t shirt for school based projects

Final Media Ouputs

Pitch Meeting Notes
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This was an agreed to list of work and who it ws allocated to 
however it was not set in stone as everyone would help out 

and share the workload if need be

Workload Allocation
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Our Logos

Deliverables
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ME

CHRIS



Colour Pallette 

Deliverables
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ME

CHRIS



First Attempt, simply adding Chris’ tree in place of my own as it 
mixed our colour schemes while keeping my general logo 

design which they liked. Issues included the tree not matching 
my style of logo and looking out of place. 

Remaking logos 

Deliverables
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Due to the logo looking odd I completely got rid of my logo 
design and simply kept the circular shape and wrapped text, 

while this looked better it was missing something an felt 
boring and uncreative so I continued creating. 

Remaking logos 

Deliverables
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This was the �nal logo concept I created and ended up being 
the chosen logo between Chris and I’s logos. I kept my original 

logo design but applied Chris’ coloured leaves as this repre-
sented RHP’s programmes and this was key. A simple change 

ended up being the best one. 

Remaking logos 

Deliverables

49
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Deliverables
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The logo was sent to the RHP as we awaited their approval as 
we needed the logo approved before we could really created 
any of the follow up content as the logo informed so many 
other design aspects in the other created content.  We re-
cieved word back but it was not the positive email we had all 
been hoping for.

While me and Chris considered how to respond and how we 
might go about ful�lling this new request we alerted Claire 
about the situation to guage her thoughts on it.

Requested 
Logo



Deliverables
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Luckily Claire had smoothed the situation over, there was 
some misunderstandment at just how much work we had 
done and how little time we had left. With the good news we 
could �nally get to creating the �nal deliverables for the Rural 
Health Partnership.



Final Logo
Checklist
-Replace pink hill with green
-Dean’s font applied to logo

Deliverables
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Polo Shirts
I used the same mock-ups we had for the original pitch, one of 
the issues they had was visualising the logo on coloured shirts 
and we had not thought about that so went with mute col-
ours. They simply asked for a polo shirt for each colour for 
each of the six programme categories they o�er. 

Deliverables
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Pop-Up Banners

Original

New

The pop-up banners ended up going through a drastic change 
as I realised too little too late I had created them on a very 
small scale, they needed to be rescaled, redesigned and re-
shaped if they were to be sent to a printer and serve their in-
tended purpose. 

Deliverables
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Motion Graphic

Inspiration

The motion graphic was not apart of the �nal deliverables 
however due to being ahead of schedule I decided it would be 
useful to the RHP as they could use it in the beginning of 
vidoes, social media stories, social media posts and it could be 
placed on their website. A static logo is great but a little 
motion never hurt anybody. 

Deliverables
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Sounduck
Film

All Design
Ideas



Logo Prep For AE
In order to prepare any logo for animation you must �rst 
access its original �le, typically illustrator and begin seperating 
each individual asset into its own layer. Its best to simply sep-
erate the assets you wish to animate instead of seperating 
every single asset as that can be time consuming and tedious. 

Deliverables

56

Workspace



What I did

Deliverables
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The background being the beginning animation is rather simple, 
it scales from 0 to 110 then back to 100 in order to give it the illu-
sion of a bounce as it scales in. 

The hills are a little more complicated but all three do the same 
thing at di�erent times. Similarily they scale from 0 to 110 then 
back to 100 as they slide in from the bottom of the screen, the 
bounce again adds a little more depth to the animation and 
makes it feel real.

The tree applies what the hills did only I avoided using the 
bounce e�ect as to not overuse it and also it makes it look almost 
like the tree simply grew into frame. 

Lastly is the text, what I done here was apply the rotation tool 
while setting an anchor point so it would rotate around the logo 
as apposed to on the spot, this was paired with the opacity tool to 
make it seem as if it was appearing as it spins, once again I ap-
plied a bounce so it bounces then settles along the top of the 
logo. 



Once all the content/deliverables had been created it was time to 
upload them to basecamp in organised folders. Luckily I was the 
�rst to start this as I ensured my deliverables had been catego-
rised into what they are, within this I had folders for master �les, 
png versions and lastly mockup versions if relevent. 

Deliverables Uploaded
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Our team decided to use clockify as our time tracker. My total 
hours clocked was just under the 36hr mark. I know this is not en-
tirely accurate as I found it quite di�cult to remember to turn the 
timer on when I started doing work, especially toward the end 
when I was solely focusing on getting the work done on time. 

Clockify
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Evaluation
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Client
Our community partner was the RHP, a fairly Rural 
group focusing on mental health and wellbeing. Gen-
eral communication was rather easy as they often re-
plied quickly and if they could not they let us know 
when they would have time to respond. Gathering 
their needs and wants would have been quite di�cult 
if not for Claire as they clearly werent entirely certain 
what they wanted and what we could provide. Our 
one major hiccup was in relation to our logo, 8 weeks 
in we had sent the �nal logo design based of feed-
back from the pitch and they asked if we could create 
an entirely new logo based o� a google search they 
did. Luckily Claire handled it and exlained whhy that 
could not happen. 

Team
With software like basecamp the team work ran rather 

smooth, however I found we all worked better in the 
classroom as communication outside could be sparse 

or non-existent from some members. Relying on 
others was certainly di�cult but we only had one or 

two issues in this regard that had been quickly reme-
died with a text or two. Other than this the team 

worked well together and often collaborated on the 
smaller things and o�ered help if and when they 

could apply their own expertise.

Individual
In regard to my own personal evaluation I found 
myself quite surprised at how well I could work 
within a team as I often dread the thought of it. The 
work I created was to the best of my ability with the 
time given, I found myself meeting deadlines on time 
if not early and my communication to the group in 
and out of class was almost constant. I was able to 
take cnstructive feedback and apply it to my work 
whether from peers or lecturers.
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